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Introduction 

What is Instagram?

Instagram and Facebook are platforms for 
reaching an up-and-coming generation of 
consumers. If you are a golf club that is still 
focusing on more traditional promotional 
methods, there is a good chance that you are 
not taking full advantage of either social media 
platform to engage and expand your target 
market. As Facebook refocuses on connecting 

people with content from family and friends, more 
businesses are turning to Instagram to engage with 
followers and promote their story through visual 
content. With over a billion users on Instagram, 
there is no better time to get started as the platform 
continues to roll-out new features to assist 
businesses.

Instagram is a photo and video sharing app available on Apple iOS and Android phones. People and organisations 
can upload photos or videos to the platform and share them with their followers. They can also view, comment 
and like posts shared by others on Instagram. A golf club can create an account by registering an email address and 
selecting an applicable username. Between posts, ads and stories, there is no shortage of potential marketing tools on 
Instagram.

What are the benefits of using Instagram to promote your golf club?
• It gives your audience visual clarity of what you offer – Studies show that people remember 20 percent of what 

they read but 80 percent of what they see. Instagram is a tool that allows you to show your target audience the 
value of products and services that your club offers through images and video. 

• It is easy to share across platforms – If a particular photo or video is popular with your audience, it is easy to share 
across other platforms like Facebook meaning you can grow your following.

• The popularity of Instagram is growing – Instagram has 50 percent more engagement than Facebook and 20 
percent more engagement than twitter.

• It provides access to new target markets – Instagram tends to be more popular with a younger demographic 
relative to the average age of members at most golf clubs. This presents an opportunity to engage a potential 
target market of young people and families by promoting offers designed to attract new participants to your club. 

• New features, like Stories, are being introduced – Stories is a new feature but is proving to one of the most 
effective yet. It is a great tool for building brand awareness, and with engaging content, people are attracted to 
jump to your Instagram page or website.

How do we get started on Instagram?
Setting up an Instagram account is a quick and easy process.

1. Step 1: Download and launch the app 
Download the Instagram app for iOS from the App Store or for Android from Google Play store. Once the app is 
installed on your mobile phone, tap to open it.

2. Step 2: Sign up 
Tap Sign Up, then enter your email address and tap Next, or tap Log in with Facebook to sign up with your 
Facebook account. 

3. Step 3: Set up a free business profile 
Within the app, find Settings, then scroll down to Switch to business account. When you have a business 
account, you can add pertinent business information such as opening hours, a business address or a phone 
number.  

4. Step 4: Post quality visual content 
Start posting content you would like to see in your feed using relevant hashtags and start following similar 
accounts. Go to Instagram to get started.

Most golf clubs are careful about what type of 
promotional activities they spend time and 
money on. When you have a limited resource to 
allocate to marketing, it is important that you stay 
up-to-date with the most effective marketing 

channels. Marketing through social media is one of 
the most versatile and cost-effective ways that clubs 
can use to reach a broader target audience and boost 
community engagement over time.

Conclusion
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